In the present calculatiln, n was taken to be 2.5 which is valid for propagation of a super-Gaussion beam.
Breakup-limited output power density if~5 GW/cm2. Therefore output energy density at 200 ps pulsewidth is~21J/cm , whereas saturation flux of a phosphate glass is 4.8J/cm . Therefore only final-stage ampfitiers are weakly saturated and correction of Bintegral in this case was made by multiplying the factor Gunsat/ G sat(< 1.2),here Gunsat and G sat are unsaturated and saturated gains, respectively.Gain saturation was calculated by using the equation for pulse evolution given by Avizionis and Grotbeck. 
LEKKO SYSTEM
The laser system Lekko I generates a short pulse output energy of 200J in nsec with single frequency.
The oscillator consists of TEA laser and GaAs optical shutter combined with Ge polarizer to select out one pulse from mode locked pulse train or to slice out a pulse of a few nsec duration from a normal Q-switched pulse. The output pulse of a few mJ fr9m oscillator is amplified to the saturation level of a few 100mJ/cm by the four stage preamplifier.
After the beam-expansion optics, the laser pulse is coupled to the main amplifiers No.1, No.2 and No.3. The schematic diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 3 . Three saturable absorber cells are used between each amplifiers to prevent the parasititc oscillation.
The uni-guide optics using comforcul mirror pair and thin plastic film at the focal point are used to protect optical components from the damage by reflected light pulse. The three stages of main amplifier are the E-beam controlled lasers.
Amplifier No.1 is designed to use a hot cathode electron emitter to achieve the long electron beam pulse to preserve the flexibility of the performance for the several testing purposes . The dimension of active medium is 5cm x 5cm x 80cm . Energy density up to 350J/R atm could be put into laser gas without any arcing . Performance characteristics of small signal gain (~5%/cm) , gain distribution, and gain history relative to the pumping current were investigated.
Amp. No.2 has a cold cathode with thin blades of Titanium foil of 30pm thick.
The pumped region was 10cm x 10cm x 100cm. The performance characteristics of this amplifier were also investigated. Table 5 .
The upper corresponds to single rotational transition and the lower corresponds to all energy extration.
In Table  6 
